
Stealth Added to SouthXchange, Argentina’s
Premier Cryptocurrency Exchange

Stealth XST

Stealth XST now available in multiple
trading pairs on award-winning South
American exchange

DOVER, DE, USA, July 1, 2019
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Stealth team
is pleased to announce their recent
integration onto the SouthXchange
platform.  Available XST trading pairs
on SouthXchange include BTC, USD, USDT, LTC and DASH.

Stealth is currently trading on multiple exchanges including Bittrex, Vinex, Bitinka, and now
SouthXchange.  Additional market integrations are in process in anticipation of the full release of
the new Quantum Proof-of-Stake development in several months.

Quantum Proof-of-Stake (qPoS) is the new groundbreaking technology behind the Stealth
cryptocurrency. QPoS represents a key breakthrough to achieve the holy grail of crypto; fast,
feeless and private transactions on a platform scalable to thousands of transactions per
second.

Now successfully in testnet, the qPoS code has recently been published to GitHub and is
available for public review.

Stealth’s unique, public blockchain was launched in 2014, and their lead developer, Dr. James
Stroud, recently presented at both Consensus New York and Elev8 Los Angeles, discussing their
latest development milestones, including their new proof-of-stake consensus protocols. 

### ENDS ###

About Stealth R&D

Stealth provides the fastest cryptographically private digital currency possible. The Stealth
blockchain provides almost instant transactions with absolute privacy protection using state of
the art cryptography combined with streamlined blockchain execution. This new technology is
called Quantum Proof-of-Stake (qPoS).  

Stealth R&D LLC is a registered Delaware (USA) limited liability corporation.  For more
information visit https://stealth.org/ 

About SouthXchange
SouthXchange is a cryptocurrency exchange platform based in Argentina. It is designed and built
with security, simplicity and usability in mind. We believe that cryptocurrencies have the
potential to change the world, and our mission is to provide the necessary tools to make it

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://stealth.org
https://www.southxchange.com/
http://stealth.org
https://stealth.org/


happen. This exchange platform is our first step towards that mission. For more information
please visit us at https://www.southxchange.com/

Media Contact:

For media inquiries please contact Stealth by email to contact@stealth.org

Media Inquiries
Stealth R&D LLC
+1 3024016819
email us here
Visit us on social media:
Twitter
LinkedIn
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